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1) Introduction 

Overview of activity since the last plenary meeting 
 

The national Microlight Championship could be conducted as scheduled 

from May 26th to 29th 2022 at the airfield Rheine-Eschendorf EDXE.	The 
number of attending teams was quite small, compared with the events 

before. Nevertheless, it was a successful restart after 2 years without 

a national microlight competition. 

 

Since we had no PPG competition for some years, we introduce training 

sessions for interested pilots with small number of participants. We 

changed our rules, that pilots who are flying successful on a defined 

level in open nationals outside Germany can get access in the 

national team. This will hopefully help to come back in CAT 1 events. 

 

 

2) Sport in our country in 2022 

FAI CIMA records:  

FAI records received by Daniel Tydecks (GER) 
 

 
	
	
	
	



	 	 	

	
17. FAI World Microlight Championship 2022 

Two German teams joined the World Microlight Championship. Axel Dwyer 

reached place 6 in the class RAL1T, Victor Wyklicky and Johannes 

Lemburg reached place 3 in the class RWL2T. 

	
	
3) Regulatory and legal issues 

Changes to law or regulations 
None 

	
4) Statistics 

Number of  microlight licenses issued 
25481 unlimited licenses (December 31th 2021, DAeC and DULV) 

	

Number of aircrafts: 
5004 Microlight aircrafts (December 31th 2021, DAeC and DULV) 

	

Total flying hours in 2021: 
Not known, not statistically recorded 

	

5) Any other comments 

12 more microlight aircraft types were certified with an increased 

maximum take-off mass up to 600kg in 2021. 

The airworthiness requirements for ultralight aircraft (LTF-UL) have 

been expanded to include the installation of electric drives. Electric 

drives are now also possible for the 600 kg Microlights. 

The aviation federations are also working on a testing program to make 

the use of autopilots legal for microlights. 
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